Introduction. This note announces some new methods in algebraic topology, based on the results of [1], [2] and [3] . The relative lifting problem [5, p. 415] is fundamental to that subject. It includes the extension problem, the retraction problem, the lifting problem, the section problem, the relative section problem and the computation of [X, Y] problem, among its particular cases. These problems (excluding the last one) are usually taken to concern just the existence of extensions, retractions, etc. ; we use the terms in the wider sense, to include both the existence question and the homotopy classification question, for the respective extensions, retractions, etc. We will :
Main theorems. Let/, geJt(p, q). We say that ƒ is homotopic to g over B if there is a homotopy H:f~ g such that H t eJi(p,q\
for each te I. [p, q] will denote the set of such homotopy classes. THEOREM 
If X is path-connected then there is a bisection [pflq,r] « [jaeA [p, (qr;a)l [ƒ] n> [g], defined by ƒ(*, y) = g(x)(y); p(x) = q(y).

PROOF, [p Hq,r]^ [p, (qr)] « [j aeA [p, (qr ; a)]. This means that the lifting problem for pflq over r is equivalent to a set of lifting problems, for p over maps (qr ; a).
Let B 0 be a nonempty subspace of B. We define X 0 = p~1(B 0 \ Y 0 = q~x(B 0 l Z 0 = r -1 (B 0 ), p 0 = p\X 09 q 0 = q\Y 0 and r 0 = r\Z 0 . Let h e J((pç>, q 0 ). *M(p, q) h will denote the space of all maps ƒ e Jt(p, q) such that f\X 0 = h. We will say that ƒ is h-homotopic to g over B if there is a homotopy H:f ~ g, such that H t eJ? (p,q) (II) The computation of [7, K] . If Y and K are spaces then [7, K] will denote the set of homotopy classes of maps Y -• K. This can be taken either in the "free" sense or in the base-point preserving sense. Our method is relevant to the case where Y is the total space of a fibration q : Y -> B. Let t:K x B -> £ denote the usual projection. If ƒ : 7 -> X is a given map, then there is an associated map g:Y -+ K x B, g(y) = (/(y), g(y)), y G 7; now this carries over to homotopy classes giving [7, K] Notation. Let X and B be spaces with base points and p : X -> B be a base-point preserving map. [sec p] will denote the set of based homotopy classes of base-point preserving sections to p.
(V) The relative cohomology of the total space of a fibration. We will now take B 0 to be a single point, the base point of B ; F will denote the distinguished fibre for the fibration q. Let n be an abelian group. We take K to be the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(n 9 n) and ƒ = 0 : F -» K(n, n) to be the constant map value zero. This map will be taken to be a base-point in (Y K(n 9 n) x 2?;0), its path-component in (Y K(n 9 n) x B). The elements of H n (Y,F;n) are in one-to-one correspondence with the homotopy classes of extensions of 0 over Y; it follows via (IV) that they are in oneto-one correspondence with the elements of [sec (qt; 0)].
4.
Techniques for the solution of parallel problems. Some parallel problems are extremely difficult, others are relatively easy. We give a few solutions. They are not on the level of maximal interesting generality; our main concern is to emphasize the existence of the methods used. Example (ii) is a particular case of (I) above ; examples (i), (iii) and (iv) are cases of (V).
(i) Serre's exact cohomology sequence. Consider the map f'\tV\q -> t, f'(u,y) = u; t(u) = q(y). It follows, via the exponential law, that there is a corresponding map ƒ :t -> (qt ; 0) ; the restriction of ƒ to the distinguished fibres is
It is easily shown that if F is (m -l)-connected, then g induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups in all dimensions ^ n -m + 1. (ii) A lifting problem. Let G and n be abelian groups, m and n be positive integers, n ^ 2m - (B,n) . It follows that there is an exact sequence:
PROPOSITION. Let B be a pointed CW-complex and p t : X t -• B befibrations with distinguished fibres F t (i = 1 and 2). The p t will be assumed to be
5. Remark. "Ordinary" cohomology can be defined in terms of homotopy classes of maps into Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces; a number of mathematicians have suggested that this is the best definition. The above results are consistent with this approach. More generally, our arguments fit nicely into a discussion of generalized cohomology, defined using a spectrum.
